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NO MORE MATH!
MY FRIEND SAM, he’s crazy about math. Me (the name’s Jeremy), I
can do without it. Math has nothing to do with me, and I have nothing
to do with it—except when it comes to homework, and then I’m the
kind of guy who desperately needs a calculator. At least, that’s what I
thought until we had our big math debate or, as I like to call it, “The
Great Number Rumble.” That was the day when…but wait, first some
introductions.
Sam was still new to the neighborhood when The Number Rumble
happened. At first, I thought he was just like me: tall, dark, and
good-looking. Well, except that I’ve got red hair and freckles.
And, okay, “good-looking” might be wishful
thinking. But we liked to do a lot of the same
things—ride bikes, listen to music, watch
movies.
There was one major, major difference,
though—he was nuts about numbers and
anything else to do with math.
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SAM

JEREMY
→ messy

→ red-haired

→ number-nutty

→ likes bikes,

→ freckled

→ algebra-crazy

sports,

→ skateboarder

→ fractal-fixated

video games,

→ rollerblader

→ dark-haired

→ geometry-loving

movies,

→ fantasy & mystery

music

reader
→ plays keyboard

→ comic & thriller
		

reader

→ plays guitar
→ joker

NEITHER: GOOD-LOOKING

VENN? VHAT? VHERE? A Venn diagram is a way of showing how sets
(or groups) of things called elements are related. Every element in the
first circle, Set Sam, is what makes Sam, Sam. Set Jeremy in the other
circle is all about…wait for it…Jeremy! How are they even friends?
That’s what the intersection of the sets, where the circles overlap,
shows: they do have some things in common! And what does the
space outside both circles tell you? Only the truth…what they’re not.

Not that he spent all summer studying or anything. From the day
we met, we goofed around a lot—swimming, biking, playing video
games. Or Sam looked up skateboard trivia while I practiced my jumps.
Sometimes we just flopped out on the couch and read—mystery novels
for Sam, comics for me. Pretty soon, he was just Sam to me. A regular
guy who saw the world differently—as numbers, shapes, and patterns.
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When we started school, everyone thought Sam was either a genius
or a geek, and didn’t really know what to make of him. But the kids
(knowing what a great judge of character I am) soon accepted him,
even if they didn’t always understand him. Sam prefers the word
“mathnik”—he thinks it describes all of us, in fact, not just him. No
way, I said, not me. But Sam says we were all born that way, no matter
how far some of us (cough! ) have strayed. I wasn’t so sure about that,
but there’s no arguing with the guy.

JEREMY

WRESTLES
WITH THE

WEIRD
STUFF

SAM SAYS THAT SCIENTISTS have proven
that babies recognize differences in the numbers
of things—only two days after they’re born!
According to these scientists, then, when I was
a baby I’d get bored seeing picture after picture

showing two dots, no matter how the dots were
arranged, but I’d get excited as soon as you switched to
a picture of three dots. When I was a few months older I
could tell the difference between bigger numbers
like 8 and 16. At five months
I’d get upset if you tried
to show me that 1 toy plus
1 toy equaled 3, and at nine

Pretty smart back
then, wasn’t I? So...
what happened?

months, I knew that 5 + 5 = 10!

NO MORE MATH!
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MATH NEWS

Anyway, Sam’s low-key about his talent—
doesn’t make a big deal about it. “Math is
nothing special,” he’s always saying. “It’s
everywhere and in everything, and we all use

@Mathnews

13m #mathban set
to decimate school
related stress.

it all the time, not just me.”
Well, one day, he had to prove it. Because
the last thing we ever expected to happen…
happened. It all started with one tweet from
a reporter that went viral.
Apparently, the director of education, Lawrence Lake, was removing
mathematics from the school curriculum, effective immediately.

YOU HEARD ME, VIRAL. And no, you didn’t sleep through Math and
wake up in Biology. When a tweet goes viral, it spreads the way the
flu does, but faster (what’s quicker, a retweet or a sneeze?). It’s called
exponential growth: 1 tweet gets, say, 20 retweets, and each of those
gets 20 more, and so on, and so on. Tweets rarely run wild enough to
reach epidemic status, though. So while going viral is a medical nightmare, it’s only a twitterer’s daydream.

When he heard the news, Sam lost it. He was so mad, he threw on
yesterday’s clothes that were lying around the room (hey, mathniks
dump their clothes on the floor just like the rest of us) and ran right over
to my place. That tells you how upset he was. Normally, when it comes
to his wardrobe he’s the mix ’n’ match master—he consults this big chart
on his computer for different mathematical combinations, and he can go
almost a whole year without wearing the same thing twice.
4

AAA
ABA
AAB
ABB

ACA
A DA
BAA
ACB
ADB
BAB

BBA
BCA
B DA
BBB
BCB
BDB

WHAT DO YOU MEAN, nothing to wear? Even with just 2 T-shirts,
4 pairs of jeans, and 2 pairs of shoes, you’ve got 16 outfit options!

NO MORE MATH!
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Sam just about exploded through the door at my house. “Jeremy!
Did you hear? No more math!”
“I won’t lie—sounds good to me,” I responded. Of course, that only
made him madder.
“Are you kidding? Geometry and graphs, gone. In all probability, no
probability! How could they do this?”
He ranted all the way to school. I didn’t understand half of what he
was talking about—algorithms, logarithms, iterations, tessellations—
but whatever, I just let him get it out of his system.
When we got there, it was a circus. Talk about chaos! Recycling bins
full of math texts and notebooks, kids everywhere tossing out their
rulers, even their calculators! Teachers too. You should have seen the
grin on Ms. Norton’s face. I always knew she hated teaching math.

JEREMY

WRESTLES
WITH THE

WEIRD
STUFF

MOST PEOPLE HAVE a favorite
kind of ice cream. But mathniks
in an ice cream store like to
consider all the options! First,
the combinations: how many

3 COMBINATIONS

double-scoop cones can you get, if
the scoops are different flavors and
it doesn’t matter which flavor’s on
top? Then the permutations: how
many if it does matter?
Permutations are
for picky eaters!
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6 PERMUTATIONS

The news cameras were there too.
Someone thrust a microphone in my face. “What do you think of
the ban, kid? I guess you’re pleased, eh?”
“I’ve got no problem with it,” I said.
“Are you kidding?” Sam shoved me aside. “The idea is crazy! Does
the director have any idea how much we would all lose if he goes
through with the ban? Math is worth learning about for so many
reasons! If I had just one afternoon with Mr. Lake, I’d show him just
how much he needs it!”
“Great idea,” cut in Ms. Kay, the school librarian. “Why don’t
we organize a little debate right here at our school? It would be an
excellent learning opportunity…for young Samuel and Jeremy, and the
other kids, of course.”

JEREMY

WRESTLES
WITH THE

WEIRD
STUFF

SAM’S ALWAYS GETTING ON MY CASE about
the word “chaos.” When I use it, I mean a huge,
confused mess! But Sam says that in mathematics,
chaos is something that’s perfectly logical under-

neath, even though the situation is always changing

and impossible to predict. That’s because tiny changes at
the start make a huge difference in the end. It’s called the
“butterfly effect.” In weather systems, for example, the air
stirred by a butterfly’s wing can trigger changes that lead, months
down the road, to a hurricane halfway around the world! The same
thing happens with a pinball machine—the tiniest difference in
how you launch the ball changes its route in a major way.
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(c. 560–480 BCE)
ALL IS NUMBER. The Greek philosopher and mathematician couldn’t
have picked a more perfect motto for his semi-scientific secret
society. Its rules were strict—take a sacred oath of secrecy, own
nothing, live as a group, and eat no meat, for starters. But
the goal was simple: find proof that the universe is based
on whole numbers.

C

The Pythagoreans wore the five-pointed star, and
reached some pretty bizarre conclusions—that numbers had
personalities and genders, for example. But other discoveries were
brilliant: harmonious ratios, triangle numbers, square numbers, and
the famous Pythagorean theorem (a2 + b2 = c2), which describes the
relationship between the sides of any right triangle. Not bad for
a guy who had to bribe his first student to listen to him!
Evidence for a mathematical universe was growing (or so the
members of the Order believed). But then, disaster struck.
A Pythagorean named Hippasus discovered the square root of two,
which was impossible to write as a ratio of whole numbers.
A cover-up ensued, then murder,
as Hippasus betrayed his oath
of secrecy and was drowned
by fanatic Pythagoreans. After
Pythagoras himself died, the
Order weakened and eventually
self-destructed.

Ha! I guess it
really does pay
to stay in school!

A

B

WHAT IS MATH? Mathematics is making sense of amounts,
shapes, and space. It’s exploring how these kinds of things link up
and fit together in patterns. It’s way more than just numbers.
So, what is math? The real question is: what isn’t?

The reporter agreed, and whipped out her phone to call the director of education to ask if he would come to the school to meet with
a concerned student. The reporter hung up and nodded at us. “He
laughed, but he said he’d be happy to come by during lunch. Guess I’ll
see you back here at noon, then.”
I glanced at Ms. Kay as we left. Why did she look so pleased?
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